Shetland Sheepdog Club of North Wales Open Show 13.4.19
First of all I would like to thank all the committee for inviting me to judge at this show. It is such a nice well run
show with a friendly atmosphere, I was made very welcome and I enjoyed my day very much. I had a good
entry with not too many absentees and some lovely dogs to go over and I thank you all for entering your dogs
under me, however the Sheltie is a working dog and movement on most
Dogs
MPD (4,1) 1. Stafford Rannerdale Showmaster 6mth golden sable eye catching baby who has a very sweet
expression with lovely eye shape. His head is refined with the required stop and lovely round muzzle and tight
lips, ears bang on top and well tipped. He has a well arched neck leading to good shoulder angulations nice
spring rib good body length with nice long tail to the hock. Nice rear angulations with lovely bend of stifle and
good bone. A promising future for this young man just needs to settle in movement as a bit erratic with all the
little noises in the hall but still only a baby yet. BPD 2. Jacksons. Omar Sharif De Moorstile another promising
6mth baby tri-colour not as mature as 1 he has a sweet head and eye shape, skull needs to flatten and cheeks
to fill yet but he has time on his side. Lovely body shape coming he has nice spring of rib good front with plenty
of bone. Nice shape when standing and used his ears well, lovely long tail and moved ok for his age. 3. Hayes.
Philhope Total Devotion.
JD (4) 1. Goodwin’s Highbrook Hobnob JW 15mth red sable boy just coming back into coat stood four square
and at ease with his handler all the time. His head handles well very masculine but not overdone just would
prefer a bit more refinement in back skull he has a lovely eye shape and well rounded muzzle and tight lips.
Nice long neck leading to good shoulder angulations deep chest ample bone with good strong pasterns, good
spring of rib with nice level back good rear angulations and bend of stifle. Moved well in front and behind with
drive from hindquarters.2. Botham’s Balidorn Black Spice 13mth Tri boy lovely jet black coat and nice tan
markings. Head ok just prefer slightly less stop and a better eye shape to give the required sweetness. He has a
good reach of neck level topline and nice spring of ribs. Good bone. Nicely constructed front and rear and
moved well. Has a lovely shape when standing ears could be bent forward a bit more. 3.Spencer. Balidorn
Rockstar.
M (2) 1. Hayes. Philhope Total Devotion 3rd in MPD 7mth shaded boy enjoying his day. Just not as mature as
the other MP Sweet expression but would like better eye shape. Angulation ok front and back just needs to
settle on movement and tail down. 2. Sutherland. Richmaus Ted Boy 4th in Junior Head ok but ears very heavy,
would prefer better angulation, one who was pacing when being moved.
N (2,1) 1. Sutherland. Richmaus Ted Boy. Graduate 2. 1.Mottrams.Lanteague Gold Sovereign At Lochkaren
22mth pale golden boy up to size boy but not overdone, he has the most melting expression with almond
shaped eyes. His head is lovely to go over nice level plains flat skull, just enough stop, nice round muzzle, nice
ear set which he used well. Nice spring of rib leading to Level topline good shoulders and front nice bend of
stifle. Moved ok from the front but needs to tighten behind which spoilt his movement. Abundance of coat
and showed well for his handler. 2.Officer. Castlerose A Shropshire Lad JW ShCM 2yr sable boy another nice
boy just preferred the head on 1 Lovely boy to go over nice angulations front and back nice long tail moved
well just needs more coat to finish him.
PG (2,1) 1. Chatterley. Silver Coin 3yr blue boy I have admired in the ring and didn’t disappoint when I went
over him on his own but deserved his place. Lovely head proportions nice flat skull round muzzle tight lips nice
eye but could just do with tighter ear placement to give that overall sweeter expression. Would prefer a bit
more but he has good shoulder placement and nice straight front. Level topline with a graceful sweep over
loins nice bend of stifle with straight hocks good length of tail. He moved with style so Lithe and graceful and
showed his socks off. In good coat well groomed. Would prefer less black but overall a quality dog not to be
overlooked.
L (4,1) 1 Bendelow. Guxel Golden Ringer From Amethrickeh 21mths golden sable boy wow this boy took my
eye and I had the pleasure to go over him. He has a very masculine but sweet expression as it should be for a
boy. He has flat skull just the right stop nice round muzzle and tight lips lovely eye placement and shape, nice
ears which could be just a tad tighter on top. Lovely arched neck leading down to super shoulder angulation
straight front with nice strong flexible pasterns. Good spring of ribs nice level topline with that graceful sweep
over the loins. Well muscled thighs and good bend of stifle and straight hocks. His movement was smooth and
graceful with good reach at front and drive from the hindquarters. He stood four square showing off his lovely
outline he had an abundance of coat that was groomed to perfection I could not deny giving him Best Dog,

RBIS to the bitch who was more alert by the end of the day.2. Woolley. Pepperhill In the moment At Valjon
2.5yr Tri boy who was quite nice to go over loved his head nice clean lines good stop round muzzle nice eye
making a masculine but sweet expression not often you get this in a tri. He had nice set ears but they were
flying up most of the time. He is a well constructed dog with good angulation front and rear and nice long tail.
He moved quite well although a little faster would benefit him. He was in fab coat lovely jet black with good
tan markings. He has a lovely shape standing nice boy.
O (2,1) 1. Stafford’s Rannerdale The Entertainer 2.5yr red sable on his own but deserved his place. Another boy
with a sweet but masculine expression. Loved his head nice flat skull level plains round muzzle tight lips. Super
eye shape with nice flat cheeks, well placed neat ears. Arched neck, level topline good spring of rib, level
topline leading to a good sweep over the loins. He has a nice straight front with deep chest. Would like slight
better shoulder angulation. Good bend of stifle and straight hocks. He moved well for his handler with plenty
of drive from the rear. He looked good standing showing off his lovely shape and used his neat ears all the
time, another one with an abundance of immaculately groomed coat. RBD.
V (3,2) 1. Rules. Edglonian Lets Rock At Bleatarn Showing his age now 10yrs but wow this dog can move! He
was surely enjoying his day. He still retains his lovely shape while standing and showing for his handler. He was
in great condition for his age. 2.Benstead. Melcette A Thousand stars at Benravia just turned 7 this blue looked
fab he had a nice shape standing lovely to go over just a bit overweight which spoilt his movement!
SP OP S/W (3) 1. Gambles Solyric Inaugural Gold JW young sable boy 18mth just starting to mature and coat
up. Very sweet head but would just like him a bit more masculine looking. Has a nice flat skull with neat ears
nice eye shape. Good arched neck leading into good shoulder placement. Good rear angulation and long tail.
Moved ok looked nice standing and showing for his handler just needs a bit more coat to finish.2. Spencer.
Balidorn Rock Star 3. Hayes. Conorvean Cazier.
SP OP TRI 3.1. Woolley’s Pepperhill In The Moment 2. Goodwins. Cz Ch. Sandwick Turn Back Time At Highbrook
nice shape on this 5yr boy not as masculine as 1 as I like prefer him a tad bigger. Stood well and showed his
socks off and moved well for his handler. Unlucky to meet 1. 3.Jackson. Omar Sharif De Moorstile.
SP OP BLUE (2,1) 1. Benstead. Melcette A Thousand Stars At Benravia.
SP OP BRED BY EXH (2) 1. Chatterly’s Silver Coin.2. Gamble. Solyric Inaugural Gold JW Sp Open Not Bred By
Exh.3.1. Spencer. Balidorn Rock Star 13mths shaded boy lovely shapely boy stood four square and showed
well, had a nice well balanced head, in good coat. Moved ok and enjoying his day out.
Bitches.
MPB (5,1) 1. Bendelow’s. Shelegain Ring ‘O Bells At Amethrickeh 7mth Golden sable baby just thought she was
so pretty she has a lovely head nice flat skull good stop super eye shape and placement nice little ears on top
giving that lovely Sweet expression. Super front with good bone and nice oval feet. She has a lovely shape
body but to be typical I would just prefer more length in neck. Her shoulders are very well laid back and has a
good spring of rib. Nice bend of stifle with straight hocks and long tail. She stood four square showing her
lovely shape off and her movement was so graceful for one so young. She did enough for me to win BPB and
BPIS winning over the dog puppy on movement. 2. Stafford. Rannerdale The Showgirl 6mth baby another
super baby I’m sure these two will probably swop places at other shows. 1st just had the edge on movement.
She is super sweet too with the same head and ears and her angulations is good along with a super neck!
Lovely long tail. She is a good shape once she is able to stand still and show it off! I’m sure she will soon settle
on movement as just a baby yet but two lovely puppies. 3. Major Edglonian Blue Belle.
PB (2,1) 1 Sapsford. Shelcrest River of Dreams 10mths shaded sable nice head with level plains flat skull and
nice ear set which she used all the time. Good round muzzle and tight lips would prefer a slightly better eye for
a sweeter expression. Well arched neck , level back ,good spring of rib nice front, good strong legs with ample
bone, good rear construction with good bend of stifle and straight hocks nice puppy but on the move she
seemed to be crabbing for her handler and seemed a little wide in front coming towards me which
unfortunately she lost out to the MP, I’m sure a little work will correct this, in lovely coat and stood and
showed well. 2. Bostock.Scottypops stargazer Res in MPB very pretty petite and raw 6mt baby needs to
mature and work on her movement. Did play up for her young handler.
J (2,1) Sapfords. Shelcrest River Of Dreams. 2. Rules. Bleatarn Gee Wizz 1yr shaded girl nice construction front
and rear. Long tail, head sweet expression ears were playing up a bit. Moved well.
M (4,1) 1. Sapfords Shelcrest River Of Dreams. 2. Edglonian Blue Belle 3rd in MPB 8mth blue very sweet head.
Nice neat ears which she used, still very raw just needs to coat up but she is a lovely blue colour, moved ok,
showed well. 3. Bostocks. Scottypops Stargazer.
N (5,1) 1. Bendelow Shelegaian Ring ‘O Bells At Amethrickeh 2. Barrowclough. Shadowess Eternal Dream
17mth shaded sable who left her coat at home but nothing to hide as she was so sound. A very elegant lady

who looked lovely standing and showing off her shape, super arched neck, level topline and lovely long tail.
Would just prefer her sweeter in head and a better eye shape, she did her best for her handler. 3. Gamble.
Solyric Initial Gold At Shebamiro.
G (5) 1. Hateley’s Mohnesee Sweet Dreams just 15mth this very sweet golden girl just coming back into coat.
Gorgeous head nice flat skull, flat cheeks, round muzzle, super eye placement and shape giving that lovely
melting sweet expression, sufficient length of neck leading to good well laid back shoulders, nice front with
good bone and feet, level back with sweep over loins, good bend of stifle and straight hocks. Moved out well
from the rear but a little wide in front coming I think just a bit excited with her handler. A quality happy bitch
I’m sure will do well in full coat.2. Gamble. Solyric Original Gold 18mth sable another one out of coat showing
off her undies but a pretty little lady so feminine, not the sweetness in head as 1, she looked good standing
and showing for her handler using her ears well. She has a lovely shape and moved ok. Just needs to coat up.
3. Barrowclough. Shadowess Eternal Spirit.
PG (5,1) 1. Jacksons. Rowancrest Moonlight Dream 2.5yrs quality tri on going over her she was a delight lovely
clean refined head with good flat skull slight stop and a good round muzzle nice eye for a tri giving a good
sweet expression, good neck nice spring of rib and level topline, nice front, good shoulder placement and nice
deep chest, very well balanced with a good bend of stifle and long tail. Moved gracefully with a good reach in
front and drive from behind. Needs a bit more coat to finish. At ease with her handler and showed enough to
deserve first in this class. Just unsettled in the line up and her ears were playing up but a good quality bitch.2.
Deveson. Milesend sea Pearl 3yr shaded bitch in good coat. She has a nice balanced head but would prefer a
better eye. More petite than 1st but good construction front and rear. Moved ok and showed nonstop for her
handler.3. Mackie. Iliad Illusive Gold At Shebaville.
L (4,1) 1. Richie’s Jaelis Mystique Reflection 4.5yrs Golden girl always loved this girl she has a super sweet head
with lovely look at me nice almond eyes. She has a nice flat skull with level planes and good round muzzle and
underjaw. Just enough neck, level topline with a good sweep over the loins. Nice front and rear angulations
but does have a tendancy to tuck herself under when stood showing, has a lovely outline when straight.
Moved lovely and at ease with her handler. In lovely bloom and condition and showed nonstop. 2. Lycett.
Herds Hallicia At Iliad 5yr sable just coating up, she has a lovely head and eye with ears on top. Would prefer
more neck and better shoulder angulation. Nice spring of rib. Moved ok but a bit close behind, not as balanced
as 1st. Stood and show lovely for handler. 3. Lee. Ontoco Lunar Eclipse At Chalynwood.
O (3.1) 1 Hateley. Ch. Willowgarth Tangerine Lace At Mohnesee JW ShCM. 4yr golden ultra feminine Lady who
just loves to show off. Another one in this kennel with the sweetest expression. She has a flat skull but would
just prefer less stop and a bit more filling around cheeks. Good round muzzle, with nice bend of stifle and tail
touching hock. She moved out well covering the ground with ease with a graceful action. In lovely bloom and
condition and showed nonstop Showing off her lovely shape RBB.2. Deveson. Janetstown Je Suis JW ShCM
another ultra feminine lady unlucky to meet 1 Golden sable in lovely bloom and condition. Her head is correct
with a good eye placement and neat little ears. Well compact body with good angulations. Showed nonstop
but another one who tends to tuck herself under when stood four square. Nice mover. 3. Major. Mistyisle
Simoncelli’s Star.
V (6,1) 1. Lycett. Ch. Shebaville Saucy Secret At Iliad JW What a little sweet blue merle lady can’t believe this
girl is nearly 9 always admired her from the show ring and so lovely to go over. She has the most sweetest
refined head for a blue with lovely almond eye, good neck and topline, nice front deep chest and good strong
bone. Well ribbed, good bend of stifle and long tail. In lovely bloom and nice blue colour although darkening
with age. Moved very well with that graceful drive, stood and showed lovely for her handler. Just loved her
BVIS. 2.Venton. Tri’N Stop Me at Mistyisle nearly 8 tri with gleaming black coat in great condition for her age.
She has a nice head although would prefer better eye shape. She is well balanced throughout with good
angulations and nice long tail. Stood and showed very well showing of her lovely outline and long neck. Moved
very well.3. Deveson. Lucky Liaison At Lianbray ShCM.
SP OP S/W 3.1. Hateley. Mohnesee Millybelle JW Another nice girl from this kennel just loved her head so well
balanced and refined gorgeous eye shape and placement giving that ultra feminine sweet expression, good
round muzzle and underjaw. Just enough neck leading onto a level topline and good sweep over the loins.
Front ok deep chest and strong bone. Great bend of stifle and straight hocks, long tail. Just needs her full coat
to finish, when standing she has the most lovely outline and showed nonstop. she had good drive from behind
but would prefer better front movement which needs to tighten. 2. Deveson, Janetstown Je Suis ShCM. 3.
Roberts. Foxstones A Little Bit Dreamy.
SP OP TRI (3,1) 1. Major. Mistyisle Simoncelli,s Star 3rd in Open lovely shape on this girl showing nonstop for
handler, nice jet black coat in great condition. Head ok but would prefer a sweeter expression, she is well
made and moved very well. 2. Mackie. Mohnesee Secret Pearl At Shebaville another nice tri so similar to 1st,

nice sweet head but wouldn’t use her ears today, jet black coat had a lovely shape standing and moved well. 3.
Lee. Ontoco lunar Eclipse At Chalynwood.
SP OP BLUE (1) 1. Greenhill. Mohnesee Diamonds ‘N’Pearls JW. Only one standing but deserves her place. Nice
flat skull, round muzzle and good eye shape would prefer a deeper stop but she had a sweet expression. Nice
long neck with good shoulders and straight front. Level topline and nice long tail, good bend of stifle, Lovely
coloured blue in good coat and condition. Stood and showed for her handler and moved well.
SP OP BRED BY EXH (3,1) Stafford. Ch. Rannerdale Queen O’The North JW 2.5yr shaded sable who just stood
out and shone. Was a pleasure to go over her, she has a nice wedge shaped head with flat skull and ears on
top, nice round muzzle and tight lips with a good jaw. She has a very nice expression but would just prefer a bit
less stop and a more almond eye for a sweeter one. She is so well balanced just what the standard asked for,
great reach of neck, good laid back of shoulders and super front with good bone and feet, well sprung ribs,
nice level topline with that lovely sweep over the loin. Fab bend of stifle and straight hocks, she was the best
mover of the day showing how it can be done, she had good strong drive from the rear and good reach from
the front giving a Lithe and graceful action, she was in full bloom and groomed to perfection and standing had
a super shape showing all the time for her handler I could not deny her BB and BIS.2.Sapsfords. Shelcrest River
Of Dreams.3. Greenhill. Mohnesee Diamonds ‘N’ Pearls JW.
SP OP NOT BRED BY EXH (3) 1. Hateley. Sanscott Sweet Serenity At Mohnesee JW 2yr golden sable just coming
back into coat. Another one with a very sweet expression with a lovely eye shape. Well rounded muzzle and
strong underjaw neat well placed ears. Enough neck with good shoulders and straight front. Nice level back
good rear angulations. Moved well once settled, stood and showed well but did have a tendency to stick her
elbows out when stood showing, just needs coat to finish.2. Watson. Solyric Initial Gold At Shebamiro 18mth
more smaller and finer than 1st Another one out of coat. Pretty head but ears a bit too heavy. Showed ok for
her handler and enjoying her day out.3. Roberts Foxstones lil Bit Dreamy.

Judge - Debby Fisher

